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Things to Consider….
US Weekly “Pork Exports” and “Pork Net Sales” as
shown in the graphs are telling opposing stories
heading into the back half of the year. Pork
exports, which tallies the amount of pork being
moved to different countries is on the uptrend and
is registering the highest volume seen in the past 7
years, since the data was first being collected.
On the other hand, however pork net sales, which
indicates future movement of pork in the coming
months and year have dropped to the 3rd lowest
level since in the last 6 years.
The same trend has occurred for the Chinese
market which is clearly moving large quantities of
pork currently as shown in the Chinese pork export
graph however the China net sales graph has
dropped to near zero in recent weeks.
As the market has shown during the first 7 months
of 2019, volatility is going to be present regardless
of how bullish the industry might be given reports
of 50% of China’s sow herd being affected by ASF.
Although reports like this are very bullish the
market producers should still be prepared to take
protection when the opportunity arises.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Cash hog values generally improved daily on good packer
cash bid volume, with regional and national cash pricing
pulling back partially Friday. The WCB afternoon price
was unreported Friday, and therefore the weekly average
did not reflect Friday weakness. CME by comparison
improved daily throughout the week however more
moderately. Pork cutout strengthened $6.12/cwt from a
week earlier, supported higher by gains in all primals.
Canadian hog markets were $9 to $19 per hog higher on the jump in cash hog values and stronger rate of
exchange. The ML Sig 5 was up the strongest on the week, up $19, carried higher by the $27/hog surge
calculated on the Sig 3. The OlyW 17 rose $16/hog, followed by a $15/hog improvement out of Ontario
and the Olwy 19 $14/hog higher. The ML Sig 4 rose $11/hog while those out of Quebec were up near
$9/hog. In the US, JM values jumped more than $20/hog while Tyson improved $11/hog from a week
earlier.

Weekly Hog Margins
Gains in hog markets helped strengthen hog margins and were further aided by a reduction in feed
costs. Farrow-to-finish feed costs declined near $1.50/hog in both Canadian and US monitored regions.
ML Sig 5 hog margins improved the most, jumping shy of $21/hog higher from week ago levels. OlyW 17
margins were calculated $17.50/hog stronger, followed by those out of Ontario and the OlyW 19 which
were up $16.50 & $15.50 per hog respectively. Sig 4 margins rose $12.75/hog while those calculated out
of Quebec were near $10.50/hog stronger. In the US, JM hog margins surged $23.50/hog higher while
Tyson margins were up shy of $15/hog.

US Regional Margins –

Tyson $ 31.17 USD X 1.3132 = $ 40.93 in Canadian Dollars
Morrell $ 48.71 USD X 1.3132 = $ 63.97 in Canadian Dollars
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